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EXCIPIENTS
OVERVIEW

►Two situations
►Plasmid is active substance
►Plasmid is starting material (main focus)

►Quality systems
►Cell bank testing (brief)

►Quality of plasmids
►Extra slides at end to read later, PDF will include speakers notes.
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PLASMIDS
REGULATORY STATUS

Plasmid as active substance
►No dispute, its an active.
Plasmid for transient expression systems, e.g. vector.
►EU: for gene therapy clearly stated in Annex I part IV of Directive 

2001/83/EC – they are starting materials.
►FDA: not clearly defined.
►Regulatory science (e.g. ICH principles): using regulatory science 

principles, a starting material becomes fully or partially incorporated 
into the active substance (my words, see definitions of starting 
materials in ICH)

►Note: starting materials are also called source materials (e.g. FDA)
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SUPPLIER TERMS
MATERIALS

►GMP is not a ‘grade’ its a quality system; i.e. a material should 
not be termed GMP grade as this is meaningless.

►No legal requirement for GMP for staring materials per se (or raw 
materials)

►HOWEVER – they are made in a biological system (unless 
chemically synthesised)

►Beware of terms like chemically-defined, animal component-free 
etc, these are not harmonised and their meaning may not be all it 
seems.

Note: A grade is a ‘quality standard’ (e.g. Ph.Eur.); that is a set of tests and 
acceptance criteria; i.e. a specification
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Just a quick comment on terminology as a reminder it applies to excipients also.
It might not be unreasonable to say a grade suitable for GMP manufacture, but to say the 
grade of the material is GMP is incorrect as the grade is defined by (indeed means) the 
specification.
Embarrassingly the organisers appear to have used this term to describe my talk.
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PLASMIDS
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Where does GMP start:? ICH, EU and WHO

ICH Q7 (2010)

Eudralex V.4 Annex 2 (2018)

WHO TRS No.999 (annex 2) 2016

WHO TRS No.999 (annex 2) 2016

https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/files/eudralex/vol-4/pdfs-
en/2018_annex2_en.pdf
ICH is from 2010, Eudralex Volume 4 was updated some years back to reflect this, then 
changed again in 2018 because of the ATMP GMP annex.
https://www.who.int/biologicals/areas/vaccines/Annex_2_WHO_Good_manufacturing_practi
ces_for_biological_products.pdf?ua=1
WHO guidelines can be useful as they often contain much more of the background science.  
Member countries should not publish guidance that is contradictory, so WHO can be seen a 
little like a minimum version of global regs standards.
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PLASMIDS – RISK-BASED APPROACH
SUPPLIER QUALITY SYSTEMS
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This is suggested by the 
Parenteral Drug 
Association.
Where would a plasmid 
fit?  The end result is 
simple to characterise but 
the process usually 
involves microbial banks.

I like this figure from PDA because it’s a good example of a risk-based approach.  Low risk 
materials such as simple salts don’t necessarily need to be GMP.  GMP would be warranted 
for recombinant albumin.
Plasmid starting materials: If the plasmids were chemically synthesised it would be justified 
to consider then low on the y-axis.  Where they are made in microbes (mast/working banks) 
suggests they are further up the y-axis, but perhaps not all the way to the right on the x-
axis.  
Plasmid active substance: obviously full GMP (sterile products/parenteral) applies, the 
plasmid will be administered directly into patients.
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MICROBIAL CELL BANK 
TESTING

Example here is from 
Ph.Eur. 5.14; this broadly 
aligns with ICH Q5B/Q5D 
and various guidelines, 
including WHO.

Note: similar tables for 
mammalian cell lines include 
viral testing, this table doesn’t 
include this because unless 
animal-derived materials are 
used they should not be 
needed.  Typically vegetable 
broth is used these days.

I’ve used Ph.Eur. Simply because it tabulates cell bank testing succinctly, the principles are 
the same as those in ICH Q5B, Q5D and various guidance documents and compendial texts 
for biotech products.
Where the bacteria are expanded in vegetable broth (or broth without animal-derived 
materials) no viral testing is usually required except bacteriophage (end of table).  If the 
broth is animal-derived (not recommended) additional testing might be needed.
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Purpose Reason Example method
Acceptable Level 
in
Final Product

Ph.Eur.5.14
Final product

FDA guidance: DNA vaccine IND.
Bulk/Final Product

Visual Appearance Visual inspection Clear solution free 
of particulates  

Identity Cross-
contamination

Restriction digest/
gel electrophoresis

N/A restriction enzyme analysis or by sequencing. 
The test for biological activity also serves to 
identify the product.



e.g. restriction enzyme 
digestion/gel electrophoresis

Purity [of 
DNA forms]

Plasmid 
confirmation (ccc vs 
oc)

HPLC or CGE >97% ccc
The percentage of the specific monomeric 
supercoiled form is determined as described for 
the purified plasmid.


establish a minimum specification 
for supercoiled plasmid content 

(preferably >80%)
Content 
(total 
plasmid 
DNA)

Plasmid DNA: not less than the quantity stated on 
the label.
Example methods: >500ng/mL, A260nm; 
<500ng/mL fluroescent dye or similar.  Also liquid 
chromatography (needs reference)



Residual bacterial 
chromosomal DNA Real-time PCR <2 μg/mg DNA

Bulk purified plasmid
Residual host-cell DNA. The content of residual 
host-cell DNA is determined using a suitable 
method (Q-PCR recommended)


(preferably <1%)

Residual RNA Analytical HPLC <0.2 μg/mg DNA Bulk purified plasmid
RP-HPLC or RT-PCR) (Ph.Eur.2.6.21)



(preferably <1%)
Residual bacterial 
protein [usally 
called HCP]

BCA protein assay <3 μg/mg DNA
Bulk purified plasmid
residual host-cell protein is determined using 
standard protein assays (Ph.Eur.2.5.33)


(preferably <1%)

Impurities

Purpose Reason Example method
Acceptable Level 
in
Final Product

Ph.Eur.5.14
Final product

FDA guidance: DNA vaccine IND.
Bulk/Final Product

Visual Appearance Visual inspection Clear solution free 
of particulates  

Identity Cross-
contamination

Restriction digest/
gel electrophoresis

N/A restriction enzyme analysis or by sequencing. 
The test for biological activity also serves to 
identify the product.



e.g. restriction enzyme 
digestion/gel electrophoresis

Purity [of 
DNA forms]

Plasmid 
confirmation (ccc vs 
oc)

HPLC or CGE >97% ccc
The percentage of the specific monomeric 
supercoiled form is determined as described for 
the purified plasmid.


establish a minimum specification 
for supercoiled plasmid content 

(preferably >80%)
Content 
(total 
plasmid 
DNA)

Plasmid DNA: not less than the quantity stated on 
the label.
Example methods: >500ng/mL, A260nm; 
<500ng/mL fluroescent dye or similar.  Also liquid 
chromatography (needs reference)



Residual bacterial 
chromosomal DNA Real-time PCR <2 μg/mg DNA

Bulk purified plasmid
Residual host-cell DNA. The content of residual 
host-cell DNA is determined using a suitable 
method (Q-PCR recommended)


(preferably <1%)

Residual RNA Analytical HPLC <0.2 μg/mg DNA Bulk purified plasmid
RP-HPLC or RT-PCR) (Ph.Eur.2.6.21)



(preferably <1%)
Residual bacterial 
protein [usally 
called HCP]

BCA protein assay <3 μg/mg DNA
Bulk purified plasmid
residual host-cell protein is determined using 
standard protein assays (Ph.Eur.2.5.33)


(preferably <1%)

Impurities

USP<1047>USP<1047>

To the left I have reproduced table 4 from USP<1047>, then blue shaded is Ph.Eur5.14 and the final 
column extracted from the FDA guideline for DNA vaccines for IND.
I have altered the order to align better with how most would present a specification, e.g. appearance, 
identity, purity, content, impurities, and on the next slide contaminants (safety), potency (assay) and 
general tests.
Firstly USP <1047> is a General Information chapter (guidance), like all above <1000>.  Ph.Eur. 5.14 is 
a general monograph which means you are expected to comply with it for the types of product it 
covers; so has a different status.  The FDA guideline is just guidance.  To claim compliance with a 
guideline or <1047> (some people say this) doesn’t really mean anything because its just guidance.  
The next observation is that biological products are all case-by-case, meaning proposing rigid 
methods or acceptance criteria is usually avoided to allow flexibility.  It concerns me when suggested 
acceptance criteria are provided because some will just apply them as if they are mandatory (despite 
being in a guideline).  Why is this wrong?  Because acceptance criteria should be set based on the 
product, process (and how well its controlled), the analytical method used (and its validation), route 
of administration and indication and of course the data associated with all that, and external 
literature where needed.  Please do not blindly copy specifications and even where the test methods 
are suitable or suggested, do not assume the acceptance criteria can be the same.
USP claims: These tests and the current specifications set by FDA and the World Health Organization; I 
find this unlikely myself.
Purity here is a measure of the purity of the DNA forms, it is expected that supercoiled forms 
predominate. Its interesting FDA offered a minimum, but clearly its provided as a suggested 
minimum to be helpful, not to blindly copy.  USP on the other hand suggests a much higher 
minimum – if you can’t hit that but are above 80% I’d remind you USP is guidance only and 
acceptance criteria are the responsibility of the developer to justify.
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USP doesn’t include total plasmid DNA as content (strength), although A260 is mentioned under 
potency for some reason (its not potency) – this is essential for a DP.
As is commonly done (and to me odd) by cell and gene product developers (but not biotech or 
pharma) USP grouped purity and impurities all under a single heading of purity – I think this is why a 
test for purity is commonly forgotten for cell and gene.  But the unexpected part for me was to see 
these in what is supposed to be a DP specification; normally you test process-related impurities only 
on the DS (bulk purified vector), and the DP is typically a different dilution of the DS only, so unless 
that introduces impurities (P.5.5) these will not change from the DS, so do not need to be tested again 
usually. This principle is reflected in Ph.Eur. So I have indicated where a test comes under purified bulk 
rather than DP. Furthermore, unlike Ph.Eur., USP doesn’t acknowledge that the process control might 
allow some impurities to be omitted from routine testing (e.g. validated removal).  For a plasmid 
starting material table 4 covers most of what you’d want, more akin to a DS specification.
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Purpose Reason Example method
Acceptable Level 
in
Final Product

Ph.Eur.5.14
Final product

FDA guidance: DNA vaccine IND.
Bulk/Final Product

Endotoxin LAL assay <10 EU/mg DNA
[note EU uses IU]

Ph.Eur.2.6.14: less than the limit approved for the 
particular preparation.


should not exceed 40 EU/mg 

plasmid (in bulk plasmid)
Sterility
(bacterial and 
fungal)

Method outlined in 
21 CFR 610.12
USP<71>?

No growth
Ph.Eur. 2.6.1
Bulk purified plasmid  Ph.Eur.2.6.1 or 2.6.12 
(bioburden)


(Not mentioned for bulk plasmid)

Potency Labeled dose

In vitro ELISA ,FACS 
flow cytometry , RT-
PCR, Light 
absorbance (A260) 
[this is DNA content]

Transgene/plasmi
d specific

Wherever possible, biological activity is assessed 
through in vitro or in vivo bioassays.
Reminder of need for reference material.


quantitative potency assays for 

relevant biological activity

pH pH meter
Physiologic 
(7.0–7.4) but may 
be product 
specific

Ph.Eur.2.2.3
within the limits approved for the particular 
preparation.
Extractable volume (Ph.Eur.2.9.17). It complies 
with the test for extractable volume. [required for 
DP]
Residual moisture (Ph.Eur.2.5.12): within the limits 
approved for the particular freeze-dried 
preparation.

If the plasmid product is lyophilized 
we recommend that you perform a 
test for residual moisture.

Contaminants 
(safety)

General

Purpose Reason Example method
Acceptable Level 
in
Final Product
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specific
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approved for the particular freeze-dried 
preparation.

If the plasmid product is lyophilized 
we recommend that you perform a 
test for residual moisture.

Contaminants 
(safety)

General
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USP<1047>USP<1047>

Sterility and endotoxin are contaminants, often headed safety tests, especially in US.  The EU uses IU 
for endotoxin but EU=IU so its not too important, both are calibrated to the same WHO International 
standard.  Its slightly presumptuous to suggest acceptance criteria for a DP, since the acceptable limit 
is based on the volume administered and also affected by the route of administration, e.g. lower in 
the eye.  The next version of USP has changed endotoxin to level approved for application rather 
than a value. For a DS(bulk purified plasmid) it can be acceptable to use bioburden, but obviously for 
a DP it must be sterility.  For a vector starting material for a gene therapy, it is likely preferable to use 
sterility unless it will be sterilised before adding to the process.
Another oddity with cell and gene specifications is using the term dose to mean strength/content; 
dose is what is administered to the patient, it isn’t how much is in a container, <1 or >1 container 
might be required for a dose (perhaps influenced by autologous cell products?).  Also these products 
are not dosed on units of potency, they are dosed based on mass.  Dose would be meaningless for a 
starting material.
Potency in USP oddly includes absorbance A260, which would measure DNA content, which isn’t 
potency.  FACS is a proprietary term for a type of flow cytometer, the methodology is flow cytometry.  
Neither ELISA nor RT-PCR can on their own define potency because they are physiochemical 
methods, but they are used as the read-out of some bioassays, so this seems a bit misleading.  
Ph.Eur. For example says: Bioassays employed to assay plasmid vectors generally involve transfection 
of a relevant cell line in vitro, followed by some functional measure of the expressed genetic insert. 
Such functional assays provide information about the activity of the product encoded by the genetic 
insert instead of the expression level of the genetic insert itself. It may be necessary to supplement the 
bioassay with western-blot and ELISA assays to assess the integrity and quantity of the expressed 
product.  The FDA IND-level guideline (DNA vaccines, not gene therapy plasmids) says: During early 
clinical development, sponsors will have considerable flexibility in the selection of potency assays. This 
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flexibility could include in vitro measures of transfection efficiency that monitor the transcription and/or 
translation of the encoded gene(s) or in vivo assays of DNA vaccine immunogenicity. We recommend 
that quantitative potency assays that evaluate relevant biological activity be developed as product 
development proceeds. 
USP says this is a DP specification, but is silent on most general tests for parenteral products, e.g. 
extractable volume is a standard test for the final DP (equivalents exist for tablets etc).  I didn’t spot a 
comment about moisture in USP if the plasmids are lyophilized.  Other general tests might be needed 
for a DP.  Optimal pH should be determined from formulation development studies.
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PLASMIDS
SUMMARY

►Plasmids are fairly straightforward
►Should be made under a suitable quality system, 

following GMP principles
►Full details (preparation/testing of banks, process 

description, validation, etc) will be needed for dossier
►Specifications should be justified by own data.

10
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
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FURTHER READING
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xphs.2020.07.002

I haven’t tried to assemble a comprehensive list of useful publications, this is simply 
a recent one by authors I know which discusses the topic with respect to cell-based 
products.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xphs.2020.07.002 
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PLASMIDS
EUROPEAN PUBLIC ASSESSMENT REPORT (EMA)

Zynteglo MAA
Plasmids

An overview of the sites involved in plasmid manufacturing and a detailed description of the
manufacturing process and its development, control and validation is provided. Each plasmid is
manufactured from a bacterial WCB and further purified. The generation and testing of the cell
banks (MCB and WCB), including testing EoP cells is described in detail.

The controls of the plasmids are in agreement with Ph. Eur. 5.14 and the section on bacterial
cells used for manufacture of plasmid vectors for human use. Release specifications for the
plasmids include tests for purity), strength, identity and safety. Testing of the MCB, WCB and
EoP cells is in agreement with the requirements of Ph. Eur. 5.14. Method descriptions and
validation summaries are provided.

Generally stability of the plasmids over a shelf life of 36 months at ≤ -65°C has sufficiently been
demonstrated.
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I won’t speak to this as such, provided as evidence of the level of detail expected.
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PLASMIDS
PUBLIC BLA DOCUMENTS (FDA)

Kymriah BLA
Please provide complete information on plasmid manufacturing at <redacted> with sufficient
details, including a summary of the manufacturing methods and quality systems. Please include
an analysis of the risk of cross-contamination of plasmids by other plasmids manufactured at this
facility.

Luxturna BLA
2. Please clarify the plasmid cell bank storage conditions including who has custody of the banks
(Spark), the temperature they are stored, and the maximum length of time the plasmid cell banks
are stored. Additionally, please provide supporting stability data which supports the expiration
date of the plasmid cell banks and demonstrates that the banks are appropriately stored.
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I won’t speak to this as such, provided as evidence of the level of detail expected.
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PLASMIDS
KEY GUIDANCE: EU

►Ph.Eur. 5.14 gene transfer medicinal products
►Guideline on quality, non-clinical and clinical aspects of medicinal

products containing genetically modified cells (Draft, 2018)
►Guideline on development and manufacture of lentiviral vectors (2005)
►Questions and answers on gene therapy (2009)
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PLASMIDS
KEY GUIDANCE: US

►USP <1046> Gene therapy
►FDA; IND only: July 2018 draft guidance: Chemistry, Manufacturing, and

Control (CMC) Information for Human Gene Therapy Investigational New
Drug Applications (INDs)

►FDA (easily missed but useful) Guidance for Industry Considerations for
Plasmid DNA Vaccines for Infectious Disease Indications (2007)
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I particularly want to draw you attention to the FDA’s guidance on plasmid vaccines 
because I think in some ways its more useful for the palsmids than their GT 
guidance.
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Test category Description and examples (protein)
Identity Simple test to confirm identity of intended substance, e.g. 

molecular weight on gel.
Purity Purity of intended substance, e.g. ELISA for specific protein 

reported as % of total protein.
Product-related 
impurities

Aggregates, truncated forms (e.g. where inactive), different 
glycoforms by methods such as HPLC, mass spectrometry

Process-related 
impurities

Process residuals such as antibiotics, hosts cell proteins/DNA by 
methods such as ELISA, qPCR

Contaminants/safety Sterility, endotoxin, mycoplasma, viral testing, but may include 
other contaminants.

Biological activity Method/s to confirm biological activity/ies (raw material) or 
potency (drug substance/product), e.g. bioassay.

Content Total amount of substance present, e.g. total protein by UV 
spectrometry.

General Tests such as appearance, pH, osmolality, conductance.
17

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ANY MATERIAL
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ICH Q7
Q&A DOCUMENT

►What is meant by ‘full analysis’ [ICH Q7, Section7.31] on batches of raw 
materials to qualify a supplier?

►A ‘full analysis’ should include all tests specified by the user of the raw 
material in the regulatory filing. In cases where no filing is required, the 
full analysis should include tests in other formal written specifications 
issued by the user of the raw material [ICH Q7, 7.31]. A raw material 
supplier’s Certificate of Analysis (CoA) may not necessarily align with 
the user’s specifications.
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https://database.ich.org/sites/default/files/Q7%20Q%26As%20Questions%20%26%20Ans
wers.pdf
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PLASMIDS
START OF GMP -

►Guidelines on Good Manufacturing Practice specific to Advanced 
Therapy Medicinal Products (2017)

►In   the   case   of   vectors   and   naked   plasmids   used   as   
starting   materials   for   the manufacturing of gene therapy 
medicinal products, the principles of GMP apply from the bank 
system used to manufacture the vector or plasmid used for gene 
transfer.

►Why principles?  Because there isn’t a legal requirement for starting 
materials to be GMP, so no legal basis to inspect or license the 
manufacturer of a starting material.
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https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/files/eudralex/vol-
4/2017_11_22_guidelines_gmp_for_atmps.pdf
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PLASMIDS
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Where does GMP start:? FDA

Guidance for Industry Characterization and Qualification of Cell Substrates 
and Other Biological Materials Used in the Production of Viral Vaccines for 
Infectious Disease Indications (2010)
►3.Current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) and Cell Substrate 

Development 
►Concepts of quality design consistent with cGMP (see 21 CFR Part 211) 

are relevant to the selection of suitable cell substrates and viral seeds.  If 
your cell substrate or viral seed was not originally derived under 
concepts consistent with cGMP, additional documentation (e.g., donor 
and source of raw materials), testing, and production steps might be 
necessary to support its use.  This may include having some virus seeds 
re-derived or further purified to reduce the possibility of adventitious 
agent contamination. 

►Conclusion: supports the idea FDA expect GMP from MCB onwards.
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